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JW Marriott Mexico City Hotel Unveils New Wedding Amenities  
A favorite destination for wedding events in Mexico City, the JW Marriott Mexico City Hotel now offers a new 

wedding catering menu. 

 

Mexico City, Mexico - Getting married in Mexico is one of the most 

anticipated events for brides and grooms, as well as for the family and 

friends; an event that has to be perfect to the last detail. This 

necessity for detail and precision is why JW Marriott Mexico City Hotel 

has changed its strategy and renovated its services to become, once 

again, one of the best hotels in Mexico City to have a wedding 

reception. Regardless of the desired ceremony theme, the JW Marriott 

Mexico City Hotel can realize any type of wedding, from classical and 

elegant to modern and refined.  

 

This Mexico City Polanco hotel launched its new wedding services and catering menu at a unique 

event. The Mexico City hotel joined one of the most prestigious wedding magazines in Mexico and 

produced JW Marriott & Novias de Pasarela Bridal Coaching. 50 couples were invited to listen to 

some of the most highly regarded wedding experts in Mexico City as well as to observe the different 

reception configurations that can be created in the versatile ballrooms of this luxurious Mexico City 

hotel.  

 

Of course this change could not be complete without modernizing and 

renovating wedding menus. This renewal was made following the JW 

Marriott brand’s trends. The new catering menus are elegant but 

simple and are specially crafted for each couple. The concept for these 

menus was designed by the Hotel’s Executive Chef based on the 

concept of seeing, touching and feeling what guests are going to eat 

with uncomplicated and healthy presentations. 

 

New catering items feature delicious and bold combinations, including cold avocado soup with 

watermelon and tequila drops, shrimp with prosciutto, lamb chops and a dessert trio of crème brule, 

champagne sorbet and cheesecake with brownie. 

 

In addition to these new catering menu items, wedding events in Mexico City that take place on a 

Friday or Sunday can also benefit from a special price at the JW Marriott hotel. For more information 

on this special rate, or to learn more about the new wedding catering services at the JW Marriott 

Mexico City Hotel, contact this Mexico City hotel team via telephone at 52-55-59-99 0000 or visit 

www.marriott.com/MEXJW 
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About the JW Marriott Mexico City Hotel  
 

A premier Mexico City luxury hotel, the JW Marriott Mexico City rises 26 stories above the exclusive 

Polanco District. Located in the heart of the business and entertainment sector, this flagship Mexico 

City hotel is within walking distance of Auditorio Nacional, the city's financial hub, and some of the 

city's best shopping, dining and night life. Selected by Condé Nast readers as the "Best Overall Hotel 

in Mexico", the JW Marriott features luxury accommodations and amenities anticipated by the savvy 

traveler from an award-winning 5-star Mexico City Hotel. For dining, a culinary experience awaits, 

with classic French cuisine at Brasserie Lipp and contemporary Latin American specialties at 

Pergamino Latin Flavors. The hotel features a heated outdoor pool and full-service health club and 

spa. From Mexico City weddings to corporate conferences, flexible meeting space is combined with 

first-class service to create unparalleled events. Discover why the JW Marriott is the most preferred 

hotel in Mexico City. 


